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This book examines Lebanese political parties and their
encounters with modernity. Taking three, mainly Christian
parties as an example, the book refutes the idea of Middle
Eastern parties being backwards or antiquated. By combining
historical and anthropological perspectives, it is shown that
these parties stand for normativities of modernity. Lebanese,
as well as Middle Eastern parties in general, have a rather
poor reputation: they are considered family-based,
ideologically meaningless, tailored solely to their leadership,
and non-modern. Contrastingly, this book claims that the
concept of the "real party" corresponds to an encounter with
modernity and that these parties, although dysfunctional in
parts, are better than their reputation. Most importantly,
Lebanese parties are taking the nation-state as their central
reference point, as they recognise it as the legitimate form of
societal organization. The volume claims that important
constituents of modernity, such as the individual, the nation,
secularity, progress, and representing the people (demos),
serve for the parties in question as resources of utopian
elements informing much of these parties’ identities. Bringing
Lebanese political parties into a global debate on modernity,
the book tackles the notion of parties of the Middle East being
non-modern. It will be of interest to scholars researching
political science, political history and the Middle East.
Architecture in LebanonThe Lebanese House During the 18th
and 19th CenturiesAcademic Resources CorpTraditional
Domestic Architecture of the Arab RegionEdition Axel
Menges
This provocative collection of essays is the first book-length
treatment of the development of modern architecture in the
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Middle East. Ranging from Jerusalem at the turn of the
twentieth century to Libya under Italian colonial rule, postwar
Turkey, and on to present-day Iraq, the essays cohere
around the historical encounter between the politics of nationbuilding and architectural modernism's new materials,
methods, and motives. Architecture, as physical infrastructure
and as symbolic expression, provides an exceptional window
onto the powerful forces that shaped the modern Middle East
and that continue to dominate it today. Experts in this volume
demonstrate the political dimensions of both creating the built
environment and, subsequently, inhabiting it. In revealing the
tensions between achieving both international relevance and
regional meaning, Modernism in the Middle East affords a
dynamic view of the ongoing confrontations of deep traditions
with rapid modernization. Political and cultural historians, as
well as architects and urban planners, will find fresh material
here on a range of diverse practices.
The author presents a large comparative database derived
from ethnographic and architectural research in Southeast
Asia, Egypt, Mesoamerica, and other areas; proposes new
methodologies for comparative analyses of houses; and
critically examines existing methodologies, theories, and data.
His work expands on and systematizes comparative and
cross-cultural approaches to the study of households and
their environments to provide a firm foundation for this
emerging line of study.
The Bourj in central Beirut is one of the world's oldest and
most vibrant public squares. Named after the mediaeval
lookout tower that once soared above the city's imposing
ramparts, the square has also been known as Place des
Canons (after a Russian artillery build-up in 1773) and
Martyrs' Square (after the Ottoman execution of nationalists
in 1916). As an open museum of civilizations, it resonates
with influences from ancient Phoenician to colonial, postPage 2/21
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colonial and, as of late, postmodern elements. Over the
centuries it has come to embody pluralism and tolerance.
During the Lebanese civil war (1975-90), this ebullient
entertainment district, transport hub and melting-pot of
cultures was ruptured by the notorious Green Line, which split
the city into belligerent warring factions. Fractious infighting
and punishing Israeli air raids compounded the damage,
turning the Bourj into a no-man's-land. In the wake of former
Prime Minister Rafik al-Hariri's assassination (14 February
2005), the Bourj witnessed extraordinary scenes of popular,
multi-faith and cross-generational protest. Once again, Samir
Khalaf argues, the heart of Beirut was poised to re-invent
itself as an open space in which diverse groups can celebrate
their differences without indifference to the other. By revisiting
earlier episodes in the Bourj's numerous transformations of its
collective identity, Khalaf explores prospects for neutralizing
the disheartening symptoms of reawakened religiosity and
commodified consumerism. 'A timely and informative study on
Beirut's pre-eminent patch of public space.' The Daily Star
'Khalaf has arguably contributed more fine studies on the
history and sociology of modern Lebanon than has any other
scholar alive.' Foreign Affairs 'A spirited guide to Beirut's
(re)development, lively in style, rich in illustration and
perceptive in analysis.' Frederick Anscombe, Birkbeck
College, University of London
Once the cosmopolitan center of the Middle East, Beirut was
devastated by the civil war that ran from 1975 to 1991, which
dislocated many residents, disrupted normal municipal
functions, and destroyed the vibrant downtown district. The
aftermath of the war was an unstable situation Sawalha
considers "a postwar state of emergency," even as the state
strove to restore normalcy. This ethnography centers on
various groups' responses to Beirut's large, privatized urbanrenewal project that unfolded during this turbulent moment. At
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the core of the study is the theme of remembering space. The
official process of rebuilding the city as a node in the global
economy collided with local day-to-day concerns, and all
arguments invariably inspired narratives of what happened
before and during the war. Sawalha explains how Beirutis
invoked their past experiences of specific sites to vie for the
power to shape those sites in the future. Rather than focus on
a single site, the ethnography crosses multiple urban sites
and social groups, to survey varied groups with interests in
particular spaces. The book contextualizes these spatial
conflicts within the discourses of the city's historical accounts
and the much-debated concept of heritage, voiced in
academic writing, politics, and journalism. In the afterword,
Sawalha links these conflicts to the social and political crises
of early twenty-first-century Beirut.
Help little ones learn about their emotions and discover
kindness in this sweet little ebook. I Feel Kind is the perfect
introduction to kindness, teaching youngsters how little acts
of kindness in everyday life can have a positive impact on
themselves and others. Follow the story of the bright, Kind
flower to see how kindness looks and feels and the many
ways children can spread kindness. This colorful picture
ebook also asks children the important question, "What have
you done that is kind?," turning the book into a fun, interactive
experience. Sweet illustrated characters and minimal text
make I Feel Kind the perfect first ebook for young children to
enjoy and learn that every act of kindness, big or small, can
make a difference.
Questions of truth, ethics, state power, and propaganda, of
how to render account of catastrophes and reconcile oneself
with one's past are not only crucial to our time, they were also
central to the German historian Friedrich Meinecke
(1862-1954). Probably no generation of historians before
Meinecke had lived through more unsettling transformations,
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during which these questions were most pressing. Reinbert
Krol's analysis of Meinecke's intellectual development does
not only give us insight into his philosophy of history - which
turns out to be more conciliatory than previously assumed - it
can also be a source of inspiration for scholars of history
today.
“Nothing defines California and our nation’s heritage as
significantly or emotionally,” says the California Mission
Foundation, “as do the twenty-one missions that were
founded along the coast from San Diego to Sonoma.”
Indeed, the missions collectively represent the state’s most
iconic tourist destinations and are touchstones for interpreting
its history. Elementary school students today still make model
missions evoking the romanticized versions of the 1930s.
Does it occur to them or to the tourists that the missions have
a dark history? California Mission Landscapes is an
unprecedented and fascinating history of California mission
landscapes from colonial outposts to their reinvention as
heritage sites through the late nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Illuminating the deeply political nature of this
transformation, Elizabeth Kryder-Reid argues that the
designed landscapes have long recast the missions from
sites of colonial oppression to aestheticized and nostalgiadrenched monasteries. She investigates how such
landscapes have been appropriated in social and political
power struggles, particularly in the perpetuation of social
inequalities across boundaries of gender, race, class,
ethnicity, and religion. California Mission Landscapes
demonstrates how the gardens planted in mission courtyards
over the past 150 years are not merely anachronistic but
have become potent ideological spaces. The transformation
of these sites of conquest into physical and metaphoric
gardens has reinforced the marginalization of indigenous
agency and diminished the contemporary consequences of
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colonialism. And yet, importantly, this book also points to the
potential to create very different visitor experiences than
these landscapes currently do. Despite the wealth of
scholarship on California history, until now no book has
explored the mission landscapes as an avenue into
understanding the politics of the past, tracing the continuum
between the Spanish colonial period, emerging American
nationalism, and the contemporary heritage industry.
Lateinamerika gilt als der ungleichste Kontinent der Welt.
Paradoxerweise hat die Entwicklung ressourcenintensiver
Sozialsysteme wenig dazu beigetragen, das soziale
Ungleichgewicht zu verändern. Der Autor zeichnet dieses
Paradox am Beispiel Argentiniens nach, deckt die
zugrundeliegenden Macht- und Interessenskonflikte auf und
stellt erfolgreiche Strategien zur Umsetzung einer integrativen
Politik vor. Als erste Studie dieser Art untersucht sie
systematisch die langfristige Entwicklung der sozialen
Absicherung von Geringverdienern in Argentinien und
analysiert die entscheidenden politischen, sozialen und
ökonomischen Einflussfaktoren.
The architectural community has had a strong and continuing
interest in traditional and vernacular architecture. Lessons
from Vernacular Architecture takes lessons directly from
traditional and vernacular architecture and offers them to the
reader as guidance and inspiration for new buildings. The
appropriate technical and social solutions provided by
vernacular and traditional architecture are analysed in detail.
International case studies focus on environmental design
aspects of traditional architecture in a broad range of climatic
conditions and building types.
Analytical methods are the essential enabling tools of the
modern biosciences. This book presents a comprehensive
introduction into these analytical methods, including their
physical and chemical backgrounds, as well as a discussion
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of the strengths and weakness of each method. It covers all
major techniques for the determination and experimental
analysis of biological macromolecules, including proteins,
carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acids. The presentation
includes frequent cross-references in order to highlight the
many connections between different techniques. The book
provides a bird's eye view of the entire subject and enables
the reader to select the most appropriate method for any
given bioanalytical challenge. This makes the book a handy
resource for students and researchers in setting up and
evaluating experimental research. The depth of the analysis
and the comprehensive nature of the coverage mean that
there is also a great deal of new material, even for
experienced experimentalists. The following techniques are
covered in detail: - Purification and determination of proteins Measuring enzymatic activity - Microcalorimetry Immunoassays, affinity chromatography and other
immunological methods - Cross-linking, cleavage, and
chemical modification of proteins - Light microscopy, electron
microscopy and atomic force microscopy - Chromatographic
and electrophoretic techniques - Protein sequence and
composition analysis - Mass spectrometry methods Measuring protein-protein interactions - Biosensors - NMR
and EPR of biomolecules - Electron microscopy and X-ray
structure analysis - Carbohydrate and lipid analysis - Analysis
of posttranslational modifications - Isolation and determination
of nucleic acids - DNA hybridization techniques - Polymerase
chain reaction techniques - Protein sequence and
composition analysis - DNA sequence and epigenetic
modification analysis - Analysis of protein-nucleic acid
interactions - Analysis of sequence data - Proteomics,
metabolomics, peptidomics and toponomics - Chemical
biology
The book is a philosophical work, written entirely in
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aphorisms. The first part consists of "modifying" Nietzsche's
aphorisms and the second urging him, in exchange, to refine
the authors own!
It is New Year’s Eve 1945 in a small Soviet town not long
liberated from German occupation. Sashenka, a headstrong
and self-centered teenage girl, resents her mother for taking
a lover after her father’s death in the war, and denounces her
to the authorities for the petty theft that keeps them from
going hungry. When she meets a Jewish lieutenant who has
returned to bury his family, betrayed and murdered by their
neighbors during the occupation, both must come to terms
with the trauma that surrounds them as their relationship
deepens. Redemption is a stark and powerful portrait of
humanity caught up in Stalin’s police state in the aftermath of
the war and the Holocaust. In this short novel, written in 1967
but unpublished for many years, Friedrich Gorenstein
effortlessly combines the concrete details of daily life in this
devastated society with witness testimonies to the mass
murder of Jews. He gives a realistic account of postwar
Soviet suffering through nuanced psychological portraits of
people confronted with harsh choices and a coming-of-age
story underscored by the deep involvement of sexuality and
violence. Interspersed are flights of philosophical
consideration of the relationship between Christians and
Jews, love and suffering, justice and forgiveness. A major
addition to the canon of literature bearing witness to the
Holocaust in the Soviet Union, Redemption is an important
reckoning with anti-Semitism and Stalinist repression from a
significant Soviet Jewish voice.
Mineral building materials and regionally related methods of
processing are an essential part of building culture throughout
the Himalayas. Based on transregional knowledge transfer,
raw materials have been able to find an ecologically and
economically optimised destiny in particular local applications.
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For this study, samples were collected as raw material or
originated from certain building components. Samples were
analysed according to their material properties and
architectural application. Traditional building techniques were
examined and their correlation with traceable material
qualities studied. Clay-specific properties such as colour,
grain size distribution, grain shape, hardness, plasticity,
organic additives, or bulk and clay mineral properties were
used as comparative parameters. This study gives fresh
insight into the interaction between technical requirements,
environmental resources and material implementation. It is
the first scientific approach in studying the Himalayan earthen
heritage in a wide scope and connecting material research
and cultural heritage from various perspectives - in particular
archaeology, architecture, research on materials and building
techniques.
Now in its second edition: the trailblazing introduction and
textbook on construction includes a new section on
translucent materials and an article on the use of glass.

Based on thirty-five years of fieldwork, Glassie’s
Vernacular Architecture synthesizes a career of concern
with traditional building. He articulates the key principles
of architectural analysis, and then, centering his
argument in the United States, but drawing comparative
examples from many locations in Europe and Asia, he
shows how architecture can be a prime resource for the
one who would write a democratic and comprehensive
history.
Constancy permits the evolution of types and
characteristics to be identified, even in widely spread
locations. It helps trace the origins of structures, despite
later modifications. And change allows one to trace the
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effects of difference in environment, fashion, cultural
ideas and economic influences. Change and constancy
operate together, although one may or other may
dominate at a particular time and place. In Vernacular
Buildings Allen Noble extends the global survey
contained in his earlier highly successful Traditional
Buildings, to cover vernacular buildings and dwellings
around the world. In a truly comprehensive account, he
ranges from the fazenda of the pioneer Brazilian settlers,
the Masai dwellings of Tanzania and the gothic houses
of Shanghai, to Virginia Hall and Parlor houses, the
thatched dwellings of the Eifel region of Germany and
the three -decker houses of New York. Acknowledging
the value of archival research the author is also firmly
convinced of the importance of field observation and the
book is extensively illustrated with photographs from his
own personal collection. With a comprehensive
bibliography, and incorporating new material from
cultural geographers, historians, folklorists and
anthropologists, Vernacular Buildings is a unique survey
that will be welcomed by specialists and enthusiasts
alike.
For the past 30 years, Simone Kosremelli has produced
an architecture known for its character and its
outstanding quality. Volumetrically complex internally
and visually coherent externally, her work is rooted in the
Lebanese vernacular but it is not constrained by the
past. Rather, her designs incorporate vernacular
elements in modern arrangements, encouraging the
natural continuation of a local architectural vocabulary
and the preservation of time-honoured building
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techniques. Kosremelli also designs simple yet carefully
detailed interiors that combine hints of the past with
modern materials for a contemporary outlook. This, the
first monograph devoted to her firm's work, offers a
beautifully illustrated tour through a selection of her most
exceptional projects.
Ethical loneliness is the experience of being abandoned
by humanity, compounded by the cruelty of wrongs not
being acknowledged. It is the result of multiple lapses on
the part of human beings and political institutions that, in
failing to listen well to survivors, deny them redress by
negating their testimony and thwarting their claims for
justice. Jill Stauffer examines the root causes of ethical
loneliness and how those in power revise history to serve
their own ends rather than the needs of the abandoned.
Out of this discussion, difficult truths about the desire
and potential for political forgiveness, transitional justice,
and political reconciliation emerge. Moving beyond a
singular focus on truth commissions and legal trials, she
considers more closely what is lost in the wake of
oppression and violence, how selves and worlds are built
and demolished, and who is responsible for re-creating
lives after they are destroyed. Stauffer boldly argues that
rebuilding worlds and just institutions after violence is a
broad obligation and that those who care about justice
must first confront their own assumptions about
autonomy, liberty, and responsibility before an effective
response to violence can take place. In building her
claims, Stauffer draws on the work of Emmanuel
Levinas, Jean Améry, Eve Sedgwick, and Friedrich
Nietzsche, as well as concrete cases of justice and
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injustice across the world.
The result of decades of research by a pioneer in the
field, this is the first book to deal exclusively with
achieving high-performance metal-polymer composites
by chemical bonding. Covering both the academic and
practical aspects, the author focuses on the chemistry of
interfaces between metals and polymers with a particular
emphasis on the chemical bonding between the different
materials. He elucidates the various approaches to
obtaining a stable interface, including, but not limited to,
thermodynamically driven redox reactions, bond
protection to prevent hydrolysis, the introduction of
barrier layers, and stabilization by spacer molecules.
Throughout, chemical bonding is promoted as a simple
and economically viable alternative to adhesion based
on reversible weak physical interaction. Consequently,
the text equips readers with the practical tools necessary
for designing high-strength metal-polymer composites
with such desired properties as resilience, flexibility,
rigidity or degradation resistance.
The Nahda (lit. 'the Awakening') was one of the most
significant cultural movements in modern Arab history.
By focusing on the neglected role of women in the
intellectual Islamic renaissance of the late Ottoman
Period, Fruma Zachs and Sharon Halevi provide a
refreshingly interdisciplinary exploration of gender and
culture in the Arab World. Focusing mainly on Greater
Syria, this book re-examines the cultural by-products of
the Nahda - such as scientific debates, journal articles,
essays, short stories and novels - and provides a new
framework for rethinking the dynamics of cultural and
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social change in what today we know as Syria and
Lebanon. The lasting impact of the Nahda is given an
innovative and thoroughly unique interpretation,
providing an indispensable perspective to studying the
nuanced roles of the construction and development of
gender ideologies in the nineteenth century Middle East.
The authors explore contemporary ideas concerning
modern gender roles in the Middle East, and the extent
to which these emerged in nineteenth-century Greater
Syria. How were these ideas incorporated into daily lives,
consumer patterns and cultural activities? Was class a
determining factor in the creation of gender relations in
the Muslim world? How were the subjectivities of gender
moulded and articulated in fictional and non-fictional
texts? The authors delineate both the evolution of a
discourse on gender as well the "real-life" activities of
men and women as writers, readers and participants in
philanthropic and cultural societies, literary salons and
educational enterprises. This book reemphasizes the
position of the Nahda in the worlds of Damascus, Aleppo
and Beirut as an innovative, deeply influential, and
significant socio-cultural and political movement in its
own right, which played a major role in shaping modern
Arab culture, worldviews and self-perception. Zachs and
Halevi here provide a new framework for rethinking the
dynamics of cultural and social change, and present a
groundbreaking new interpretation of the cumulative
impact of the Nahda on gender perception in the late
Ottoman Period.
Between 1890 and 1920 over one-third of the peasants
of Mount Lebanon left their villages and traveled to the
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Americas. This book traces the journeys of these
villagers from the ranks of the peasantry into a middle
class of their own making. Inventing Home delves into
the stories of these travels, shedding much needed light
on the impact of emigration and immigration in the
development of modernity. It focuses on a critical period
in the social history of Lebanon--the "long peace"
between the uprising of 1860 and the beginning of the
French mandate in 1920. The book explores in depth the
phenomena of return emigration, the questioning and
changing of gender roles, and the rise of the middle
class. Exploring new areas in the history of Lebanon,
Inventing Home asks how new notions of gender, family,
and class were articulated and how a local "modernity"
was invented in the process. Akram Khater maps the
jagged and uncertain paths that the fellahin from Mount
Lebanon carved through time and space in their attempt
to control their future and their destinies. His study offers
a significant contribution to the literature on the Middle
East, as well as a new perspective on women and on
gender issues in the context of developing modernity in
the region.
Based on a lifelong professional and personal interest,
"Traditional Buildings" presents a unique survey of
vernacular architecture across the globe. The reader is
taken on a fascinating tour of traditional building around
the world, which includes the loess cave homes of
central China, the stilt houses on the shores of
Dahomey, the housebarns of Europe and North America,
the wind towers of Iran, the Bohio houses of the Arawak
Indians of the Caribbean, and much more. Professor's
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Noble's extensive travels have allowed him to examine
many of the building at close quarters and the richly
illustrated text includes photographs from his personal
collection. With its comprehensive and detailed
bibliography, the work will be welcomed by experts and
non-specialists alike.

This monograph explores the transformation of
Berytus and the Bekaa after the Roman colonial
foundation in 15 BCE, challenging the traditional
perspective of Bronze Age roots for the sanctuary at
Baalbek-Heliopolis and its deities.
This book approaches the problematic question of
reading the architectural desensualization of spaceas a result of current architectural movements and
cultural trends (modernism, postmodernism, postpostmodernism)-through an interpretation of
architecture as a rather dynamic entity enhancing
sympathy with the self/subject. Therefore,
architecture is analyzed as objectively (relating
simultaneously to objects and objectivity) acting in
space and time upon the subject and thus favoring
them with sympathy. In a discipline boasting a
multitude of discourses that could be employed in
support of this argument (such as neuroscience and
Husserlian phenomenology), this book favors the
Object-Oriented Ontology (OOO), a theoretical
framework that is able to propose a method where
time and space can be emitted from architecture as
object-oriented. In other words, architectural time
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and space are examined as possessing the agency
to shape the subject, and consequently their
perception, cognition and sympathy. Through a case
study of war ruins from the Lebanese civil war and
neighboring countries, this book makes an important
contribution to our understanding of the interplay
between space and time through object-oriented
wartime architecture, on the one hand, and the
self/subject on the other hand. The study aims to
provide architects with a potential discourse through
which design can be reconsidered. This discourse is
formulated around an evaluation of three dimensionsarchitectural time, architectural space and
architectural matter-in addition to a review of
architectural strategies and the relationship between
subject and object. In so doing, space is presented
as that which acts upon the subject, space that is no
longer desensualized, space that instead becomes a
verb.
Simone Weil once wrote that "the vulnerability of
precious things is beautiful because vulnerability is a
mark of existence." With these words, she
established a relationship among vulnerability,
beauty, and existence that transcends the
boundaries separating the species. Her conception
of a radical ethics and aesthetics could be
characterized as a new "poetics of species," that
forces us to rethink the significance of the body, both
human and animal. Exploring the "logic of flesh," or
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how art and culture use the body to mark species
identity, Anat Pick reimagines a poetics that begins
with the vulnerability of bodies, not the omnipotence
of thought. Offering a powerful alternative to more
personalist visions of morality, Pick proposes a
"creaturely" approach based on the shared
embodiedness of humans and animals and a
postsecular perspective on human-animal relations.
She turns to literature, film, and other cultural texts
that prioritize the inhuman and challenge the familiar
inventory of the human (consciousness, language,
morality, and dignity). She reintroduces Weil's
crucially important work and its elaboration of
themes such as witnessing, commemoration, and
collective memory, and she moves away from
assumptions about animal "otherness" and
nonhuman subjectivities. Pick identifies the "animal"
within all humans, emphasizing the corporeal and its
issues of power and freedom. In her creaturely view,
powerlessness is the point at which both aesthetic
and ethical thinking must begin.
Famagusta Maritima: Mariners, Merchants, Pilgrims
and Mercenaries presents a collection of scholarly
studies spanning the thousand year history of the
port of Famagusta in Cyprus.
Buildings are not benign; rather, they commonly
manipulate and abuse their human users.
Architectural Agents makes the case that buildings
act in the world independently of their makers,
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patrons, owners, or occupants. And often they act
badly. Treating buildings as bodies, Annabel Jane
Wharton writes biographies of symptomatic
structures in order to diagnose their pathologies. The
violence of some sites is rooted in historical trauma;
the unhealthy spatial behaviors of other spaces stem
from political and economic ruthlessness. The places
examined range from the Cloisters Museum in New
York City and the Palestine Archaeological Museum
(renamed the Rockefeller Museum) in Jerusalem to
the grand Hostal de los Reyes Católicos in Santiago
de Compostela, Spain, and Las Vegas casino
resorts. Recognizing that a study of pathological
spaces would not be complete without an
investigation of digital structures, Wharton integrates
into her argument an original consideration of the
powerful architectures of video games and
immersive worlds. Her work mounts a persuasive
critique of popular phenomenological treatments of
architecture. Architectural Agents advances an
alternative theorization of buildings’ agency—one
rooted in buildings’ essential materiality and
historical formation—as the basis for her significant
intervention in current debates over the boundaries
separating humans, animals, and machines.
This innovative book clarifies the distinction between
philosophy of medicine and medical philosophy,
expanding the focus from the ‘knowing that’ of the
first to the ‘knowing how’ of the latter. The idea of
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patient and provider self-discovery becomes the
method and strategy at the basis of therapeutic
treatment. It develops the concept of ‘Central
Medicine’, aimed at overcoming the dichotomies of
Western–Eastern medicine and
Traditional–Integrative approaches. Evidence-based
and patient-centered medicine are analyzed in the
context of the debate on placebo and non-specific
effects alongside clinical research on the patientdoctor relationship, and the interactive nature of
human relationships in general, including factors
such as environment, personal beliefs, and
perspectives on life’s meaning and purpose.
Tomasi’s research incorporates neuroscience,
psychology, philosophy, and medicine in a clear,
readable, and detailed way, satisfying the needs of
professionals, students, and anyone who enjoys the
exploration of the complexity of human mind, brain,
and heart.
For the first time the domestic architecture of the
whole Arab region is being considered. An extensive
analytical part is supported by a collection of more
than 200 examples from thirteen countries.
Presents histories of Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan
and the geographic, economic, and social factors
that have come to define them.
Torn by civil war, its major city in shambles, and
occupied by foreign peacekeeping forces as well as
foreign armies, the Republic of Lebanon in the 1980s
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was struggling to regroup, rebuild and resolve its
problems under new leadership. In this analytical survey,
first published in 1983, Professor Gordon addresses
such questions as why the republic – rooted in the
distant past – succumbed to such disintegration.
Lebanon’s multi-ethnic character and the Palestinian
presence are considered fully, and Lebanon is examined
in the international context, inevitably with particular
reference to the creation of Israel and its consequences.
The country is viewed both in its own right and also as a
small skiff on a very rough regional and international sea.
This volume brings together some thirty essays in a
Festschrift in honour of Abdul-Karim Rafeq, the leading
historian of Ottoman Syria, touching on themes in socioeconomic history which have been Rafeq's principal
academic concerns.
Hassan Fathy, the Egyptian architect known for his
recognition of the potential of vernacular forms as a vital
force in contemporary architectural design, sought to
integrate the traditions of Islamic art with his modern
visions for living. Guided by Fathy's principles, Ahmad
Hamid, an architect who collaborated with Hassan Fathy
in the Institute for Appropriate Technology, identifies
questions about the nature of Islamic art and its building
culture, as well as the origins of modern architecture.
This richly illustrated book provides new insights into
Hassan Fathy's profuse, pathbreaking design documents
and built projects, while exploring the socioeconomic,
environmental, psychological, and esthetic components
of Fathy's work in the light of a quest for a new universal
modernity for the twenty-first century.
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Published in France in 1980, Marine Lover is the first in a
trilogy in which Luce Irigaray links the interrogation of the
feminine in post-Hegelian philosophy with a pre-Socratic
investigation of the elements. Irigaray undertakes to
interrogate Nietzche, the grandfather of poststructuralist
philosophy, from the point of view of water. According to
Irigaray, water is the element Nietzsche fears most. She
uses this element in her narrative because for her there
is a complex relationship between the feminine and the
fluid. Irigaray's method is to engage in an amorous
dialogue with the male philosopher. In this dialogue, she
ruptures conventional discourse and writes in a lyrical
style that defies distinction between theory, fiction, and
philosophy.
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